
(r) Discuss collective model
advantages,

(q) Explain magnetic properties of fte nucleus

and net magnetic moment of the nuctlei.

5

and give its
5
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Note : (l) All questions carry equal marks and are

compulsory
(2) Use of log-table and calculatoi is allowed.

5 (a) Describe the difference between activated

complex and transition state. 4
(b) Derive the Eyring equation for the rate

constant in transition state theory. 8

(c) What is application of Eyring equation ?

4

OR

O) Wrile posh:lates of transition state theory
Compare transition state Theory with
Collision theory. 8

(q) Explain factors deteflnining reaction rat€.

4

(r) For the hyclrolysis of sulphamic acid,

velocity constrnt is 1.16 x 10-3 molCr dm3

seCr at 363 K, while E" = 127490 tlmole.
From these data find AG', AH'and AS'
of the reaction at 363K. 4

o)
(c)

(d)

(p) Discuss application of variation theorem to
Helium like Li+ior E

(q) Mention eigen values and eigen functions

for angular momentum. 4

i' (a) Discuss rigid rotor r6ing Sclrodhger wave

equation. 4

What are Slater- Condon pamrneters ? 4
What is Zeeman effect ? Discuss how a

sirgle Eansition 2p -+ 1s splits tbree in
pressure of magnetic field. 4

Show that particle in one diamentional box
the wave functions y1 and y2 of any rwo

state aro orthogonal. 4

OR
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(r) Determine term symbols for the ground

state electxonic configuration (lsz Zs2 2p2)

of carbon. 4

(q) Discuss ehtopy Productions
phenomentr,

(r) Discuss the
solutions.

in coupled

6

non-ideal
6

2 (a) Give an account of the mechanism of
catalltic actiYity at surfaees. 4

(b) Write noto on estimation of surface area of
adsorbent by Brauner, Emmell and Teller

(B.E.T.) method. 4

(c) What micellisation ? Discuss the thermo-

dynamics and mechadim of miceltasation.

8

(p) Derive
equation.

OR
and discuss Gibbs adsorption

Write a note on miffo-emulsion
Explain Reverse Micelles.

(a) How witl you detetmine the partial molar

properties of a system from intercept
method ? 4

(b) Write a note on electro kinetic phenomena.

(r) Discuss the term activity and activity
coefficient. 6

OR
(p) How chemical potential vades with respect

to presswe '! 4

term ideal and

(a) Explain in brief :-
(i) Fermi gas model.

(ii) Optical model. 8

O) What is angular monenfilm ? Discuss total

angular momentum of the nucleus. 4

(c) Calculate dipole moment in Bohr magneton

and nuclear magneton in CGS and Sl units'

using following data

rL = 9.107 x 10-a g, e=4.8xl0-10esu

mp= 1.6?3 x tO-ug, e= 1602x ldrecoulomb

m"= 1.675 x l0-'4g,h = 1.055 x 10-7 erg/sec

c =3 x 10rocm/sec, h= 1.055x l0-Y J/sec.

4

OR

(p) Give a brief description of nuclear shell

model and discuss its merits 6

4

8

4
4

q)

c)

(
(

3
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